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“. . . everyone in CAG is former military or agency.“
—Valierie Sendecki of CAG, Dec 14, 2005 10:03 PM
“I met Sendecki one time at the Marine Corps ball. . . .
I remember her because she was bubbly and cute with nice
breasts otherwise I would not have remembered her name”
—David Reuther, January 25, 2006 03:07 PM
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Posted by David Reuther, Tuesday, January 24,
2006 at 11:52 AM to Kathryn Cramer’s web site
This blog on Consultants Advisory Group and
Top Cat Security raises many questions about
the credibility of this report. For starters the
alleged UN PPT looks fake and the source is an
allegedly missing person. The PPT seems to be
marked UN Restricted so why did Cramer publish this on the Internet?
What is the email address and telephone number of the source? Is the source Sage or Puello?
Who are these people? What is the email address
for Sage and Puello? What contact numbers are
available? The writer says she spoke to Puello
by phone apparently after her alleged detention.
What did Puello say?
In another article written by Mark Turner at
the United Nations dated Wednesday, 18 January 2006. Statements made by the UN’s Top Cop
Mark Kroeker appear to contradict Cramer’s
postings:
“The situation in Haiti’s Cité Soleil slum now resembles the worst drugs wars in Los Angeles’
history yet the outside world is failing to muster the will or resources to stop it, the United Nations’ top policeman has warned”.
“No bird in the air. No technology for listening to
anybody. No money to pay informants. No skilled
people to work the boats and put the aircraft out

watching the landings and take-offs. No radar,”
says Mr Kroeker. The boats the police do have
lack fuel”. -----I also read the alleged correspondence with Valerie Sendecki. Could this person be former USMC
Captain Valerie Sendecki? Did you research the
ADLN when Sendecki advised you that you were
complicit in a smear campaign staged by them?
I did and Cramer should have prior to posting
anything. The statements allegedly made by
Sendecki seem plausible that they (ADLN) fed
Cramer false information. Did Cramer vet this
information? Did she publish it regardless of the
possible consequences?
Here’s what I found on the Internet about the
“Dessalinien Army of National Liberation”
(ADLN) in Haiti:
February 2005 - Six policemen were killed -four
of them in the ﬁrst Carnival’s night in the Capital
City -by presumed men dressed in camouﬂage
uniforms-, one injured and other ﬁve kidnapped
along February 2005. During the period, the HNP
received 14 attacks -to policemen by foot, mobile
patrols and Police Stations- 9 by gangs in Portau-Prince, 1 by unknowns in Cap-Haitien, 1 by
ex-FADH in Terre Rouge (Central Department)
and 1 by paramilitaries from the Northern Front
of the “Dessalinien Army of National Liberation”
(ADLN) in Plaisance .
Further, on Friday 16/12/05 a Chilean Military

Patrol came under attack in “Plaisance”, about
35 Km NE of Gonaives. Three soldiers of the MINUSTAH wounded at the time of a ambush with
Plaisance Port-with-Prince, December 17, 2005:
Yesterday, Friday December 16, at 16 hours and
45 minutes, at least four individuals in ambush
and heavily armed shot at soldiers with the Mission from the United Nations for Stabilization in
Haiti (MINUSTAH) in patrol in the locality from
Pleasure, located at 30 kilometers in the southwest of Cape-Haïtien (Department of North).
The attackers wounded three soldiers of peace.
The troops of the MINUSTAH counteracted the
shootings, forcing the attackers to escape. The
wounded blue helmets, all three of Chilean nationality, were immediately transported to the
headquarters of the Forces of the MINUSTAH in
the Cape-Haïtien, to undergo there emergency
care before being evacuated on the Hospital of
the MINUSTAH with Port-with-Prince. According to the medical assessment, one of the soldiers, a second lieutenant, was wounded with
the hand like with the thigh; another, a corporal, was wounded with the thigh and the third,
corporal also, underwent a damage to hearing.
Their life is not in danger.
A MANIFESTO FROM THE ADLN
For: MINUSTAH occupation forces, the de facto
government, the press and the Haitian people
Dessalinien National Liberation Army (ADLN)
Communique No. 0104

From: Command of the Dessalinien National Liberation Army (ADLN)
On October 24, 2004 at half past midnight, the
ADLN’s Artibonite Front surrounded the Gros
Morne police station and asked the policemen
to surrender. We clearly told the policemen to
come out with their hands up, without weapons, through the front door of the station. We
told them that if they did that, nobody would get
hurt.
Two policemen chose to disobey the order we
gave. They tried to escape out of the stationís back
door. The unit covering the back of the station
had to ﬁre on them, and one of them was wounded. Another ADLN unit had to ﬁre on a vehicle
which tried to enter into the zone of operations.
The ADLN column, which was very disciplined,
entered the police station and took control of
and removed from the scene a policeman who
left out the front door as we had asked. Nothing
happened to him. The station was empty. There
was no furniture. We saw only three mattresses
and a prisoner who was an old man.
This attack by the ADLNís Artibonite Front on
the Gros Morne police station is a warning to
make known that the Dessalinien National Liberation Army (ADLN) has begun to ﬁght for the
total liberation of the Haitian people. We note
that several of the press reports we heard about
the ADLN attack on the Gros Morne police station spoke of a “bandit army”!

Once and for all, we make it known that the ADLN
is not a mercenary army nor an army of bandit
thugs. That is why, during the Gros Morne operation, when the ADLN unit met on the road with
two groups of young men and women who had
just left a disco, those people were not aggressed
in any way. The guerrillas did not steal their possessions the way the zenglendo, Macoutes, and
demobilized soldiers do everywhere around the
country.
The warning we gave on October 24 was for:
1) MINUSTAH which is acting as a puppet for the
United States.
2) The incompetent de facto puppet “technocrat”
government of Alexandre and Latortue.
3) The so-called former “rebels,” former soldiers,
former FRAPH members and Macoutes who have
reemerged.
4) All the reactionary forces which hold the
country in ignorance and misery for decades
and who enjoy and take advantage of the crisis
tormenting us today.
We say to all these little clique sectors that they
cannot hide. ADLN will ﬁnd them on the day, date
and time of its own choosing.
We note that the MINUSTAH is the armed wing of

big countries, like the U.S., which squeeze and occupy Third World countries like Haiti. Therefore,
MINUSTAH is a legitimate target of the armed
wing of the popular masses. That is why we call
on progressive forces in Third World countries
like Brazil, Argentina and Chili, to force their
governments to remove their troops from Haiti
immediately.
Aspiring for political liberty and a better life
with organization, the popular masses can have
Haiti take true independence, the same way that
Jean-Jacque Dessalines managed to gather the
aspirations and demands of the slave masses
and freed the country from the French colonists
grip. In the same way, the spirit of Dessalines
has entered and is beginning to stir up the masses for a second independence. So ADLN tells all
combatants ﬁghting the dictatorship to continue
the struggle.
Just like Dessalines, ADLN will not rest until the
ﬁnal victory.
Dessalinien National Liberation Army (ADLN)
MEN ANPIL CHAJ PA LOU Many hands make
light a heavy load.
_______END_____
It looks like not just once but at least three times
Sendecki tried to advise Cramer that the ADLN
or Sage was trying to scam her. Why did Cramer persist with her negative postings when

legitimate questions had been raised? If those
letters are authenticate then Cramer and Sendecki seemed to be corresponding privately with
Sendecki trying to be very open and forthcoming. Cramer seemed later took one paragraph
out of context and used it to justify publishing
their dialoged on the net. What is the motivation
of Cramer? Is Cramer assisting the ADLN?
I suspect this Cramer blog is nothing more than
creative ﬁction written by a women admits being
a ﬁction editor and who advertises ﬁction books
on her website. Is Cramer just trying to increase
the number of web page hits for marketing purposes?
The whole story is utterly ridiculous. I challenge
Cramer to be forthcoming and support her statements with facts. Give us the emails and phone
numbers of your sources Cramer or admit to
making this all up.
David Reuther

Posted by David Reuther, Tuesday, January 24,
2006 at 06:56 PM to Kathryn Cramer’s web
site.
I don’t claim to “know” Sendecki but I met a Val
Sendecki in Haiti at the Marine Corps ball in
November last year. I haven’t spoken to or seen
her since. I am in the Montana Hotel as are most
internationals here on business but there is no
Sendecki here. That doesn’t prove anything as
she might be in one of the other 2 decent safe Hotels here; the El Rancho and the Villa Creole.
I’m here and I know the politics and players better than most. Cramer, what you write is fantastic speculation but not reasonable or rational. If
you share the email addresses the readers can
make their own inquiries and check your facts.
I don’t believe these emails are for real. Give us
the telephone number of your missing Puello
and let interested readers call her for ourselves.
Do you actually have a number? Is there actually a Puello? Do these emails actually exist? I
think these are reasonable questions. If you give
me this information and I ﬁnd you are correct
then I’ll gladly post that on your site along with
an apology.
How do you think that a private company could
have people in different countries arrested and
their phones and emails tapped? Do you understand how impossible that is? It is not technically or politically possible for a private company
to do that. So either CAG was lying or the email

from CAG is fake. There is no other possibility
that makes sence. Either way you are posting
unvetted, unproven gossip or absolute ﬁction.
Did you check out Sage? Who did she work for?
How did she allegedly get the PPT? If she was
with the UN that is easy to check. Your emails
claim she was a diplomat ergo she’ll be registered at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. That’s
easy to check and I’ll do that for you. I’ll also give
you the numbers in Haiti to call yourself.
I’m challenging you prove this story. I’m not
attacking you personally. I just feel that there
needs to be some sort of journalistic integrity if
someone is going to publish information like you
have. I don’t believe that ABC, NBC, CNN and
CBS would be ignoring such a delicious story if it
had any merit. The local Media loves stories like
this but they aren’t running with it either. WHY?
The story is all over Haiti now but no with any
intellect is buying it.
Prove me wrong Cramer or apologize to your
readers the lies you’ve spread.

Posted by David Reuther, Wednesday, January
25, 2006 at 12:09 PM to Kathryn Cramer’s web
site
The telephone number to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is 011 509 298-3761 or 3750. You
may ask for Ives Bazile since he has already researched this or speak to anyone else you please.
Ives speaks English. There is no Jordan Sage
Thomas or any variation on those names currently or previously registered in Haiti. There is
no Valerie Sendecki either. All that means is that
these two people have never been given Diplomatic registration by TGOH.
The US Embassy RSO Paul Houston has no knowledge of these people. The OSAC Country Council
has no knowledge of them either but they have
heard of the CAG Spying Story. They said it’s a
“false rumor”. Chairman is David Scott 011 509
445-9838.
The Diplomatic Liaison for the National Police is
Commisaire Frantz Mathurin. He would not discuss the matter but did say he felt “anti-democracy forces” made up the whole story. His number is 011 509 427-2107.
I have asked the Haitian Chamber of Commerce
to see if their membership has any information
today during their regular meeting. I’ll report
back to you what they say. The contact for the
Chamber is Allan Zuraik of Safari Motors. 011
509 246-5001 or 510-8067.

El Rancho Hotel: There is no registration for
Sendecki or any woman alone named Val or
Valerie. 011 509 257-2080/2082/4926. Hotel
Villa Creole: It’s the same story there too. 2571609/1570/1571
Deputy Director of UN Security is Frank Skyzerback. 011 509 458-4923. He says the slides I
showed him are forgeries. Cramer please email the
complete PPT to me via david.reuther@hotmail.
com. The copy on your website is corrupted.
This is what the Deputy Director of UN MINUSTAH forces said about patrol boats and Top Cat
Patrols: “This is not true. We (UN) have no boats
or private contractors patrolling the harbor.”
I have nothing else to do now since my work here
is in hiatus. A bored Canadian and myself are determined to ﬁnd the facts about your story. I ﬂy
out Saturday so for the next two days I am investigating this matter.
Also, would you please tell me where I can ﬁnd
the PMC list on Yahoo Groups you mentioned
earlier? Is that an open group or do I need a
membership to read it?
Please give me the email address and phone
numbers of Sage and Puello. The phone numbers
will be particularly useful to me and after my
investigation I’ll report to you what I ﬁnd out. I
intend to write to those email addresses and ask

questions. Perhaps CAG will write or contact me
too. I intend to call the phone numbers and talk
to whomever answers the phone. I have questions and those parties have answers. I’ll report
everything just like everything else I’ve done so
far.
I am convinced there is something “rotten in
Denmark” with your story. Give me those emails
and phone numbers and I can snoop out the
facts. Your resistance is starting to look more
and more like you have something to hide. Open
up and share those emails and phone numbers
with your readers.

Posted by David Reuther, Wednesday, January
25, 2006 at 01:27 PM to Kathryn Cramer’s web
site.
I have never seen any Haitian telephone number within your postings. If you have one please
share it and I’ll call them immediately but I’m not
calling an international number at my expense.
Besides, I want to personally verify the facts. I
want to see with my own eyes what is really happening.
The bored Canadian works at a major internationally owned telecommunications company in
Haiti. He can do great things with phone numbers and emails originating in Haiti or the Dominican Republic.
I’m only seeking to uncover the truth. If you
don’t provide the numbers or emails then my
investigation ends and with it the truth. If you
don’t give up the information then I’m done.
Why not cooperate?

Posted by David Reuther, Wednesday, January
25, 2006 at 03:07 PM to Kathryn Cramer’s web
site.
I met Sendecki one time at the Marine Corps
ball. From memory she was wearing evening attire appropriate to Haiti and I understood from
conversation she was a former Marine Captain.
She was around 5’4” with brunette hair, an
athletic build and probably in her mid 40’s. I
remember her because she was bubbly and cute
with nice breasts otherwise I would not have
remembered her name.
I never thought of using a gun myself but what
you suggest is so inconsistent with civilized
behavior that I ﬁnd it more likely the subject
of a ﬁction novelette than an actual corporate
practice.
If you call the Montana you will not ﬁnd me
registered there because I am in the residential
apartments attached to the Montana. We have
private phones.
I need to update my Typekey bio since I’m no
longer with GSQ but I am retired.
May I now have the emails and phone contacts
I requested? If you wish to send them to me privately that would be just ﬁne.

From: david.reuther@hotmail.com
Subject: Re: [Kathryn Cramer] David Reuther
submitted a comment to ‘Consultants Advisory
Group (CAG) Spying in Haiti; Whistleblowers Detained for Reporting Human Rights Violations’
Date: January 26, 2006 9:40:46 AM EST
To: kathryn.cramer@gmail.com
Mrs. Cramer, I approached this investigation
wrong from the beginning. I was angry with you
because this type of story adds fuel to the ﬁre
in Haiti and I have a vested moral imperative to
aid the democratic election process. I have every
reason to suspect someone fabricated this story
to contribute more negative rumors for the propaganda war here. Rumors have a life of their
own in Haiti that become accepted truth despite
their factual basis. A lie becomes evidence once
sufﬁcient people regurgitate it. This is the way of
Haitians and it gets people killed.
I have two days left in Haiti. I would sincerely
like to get to the truth. I have real access in Haiti
that you do not. I offer you my services privately
and agree to report privately to you via email.
I promise to reveal all sources to you privately
and give you their contact information with one
exception: My Canadian friend will be ﬁred if he
gets caught providing account information from
his job. He is the Telecommunications manager
for the largest hub of international satellite access in the Caribbean. He can reveal account information about emails and cellular telephones.
This is why I know that the wiretapping you de-

scribed is impossible unless: a gun is used as you
suggested or the highest levels of government
authorize and cooperate. If we reveal where
those emails originated from then we can ﬁnd
the source and speculate on the credibility of the
information. Julian needs the IP address, time
and date of the email and the email address to
SCOPE the transmission. For telephone numbers
all he needs is the number to ﬁnd out the full account information behind it the number is using
his network.
Tell me now exactly what you want to ﬁnd out in
Haiti and I’ll do this for you. I doubt I can do anything with a Panamanian Corporation because
I have no contacts or experience in that area.
However I can speak to the Panamanian trade
delegation in Haiti or their Embassy if they have
one here. That is all I can do with that. I want the
Haitian people to know the truth and together
as a team we can ﬁnd the truth no matter where
it leads. I am not going to post anything else on
your blog unless you ask me to.
David
P.S. May I have your permission to take this PPT
to MINUSATH Security directly?

From:
david.reuther@hotmail.com
Subject:
Directory Info in Haiti
Date: January 26, 2006 10:49:50 AM EST
To:
kathryn.cramer@gmail.com
It is called TelInfo a service of Haitel.
011 509 514-0606

From:
david.reuther@hotmail.com
Subject:
Panamanian Embassy Haiti
Date: January 26, 2006 10:47:59 AM EST
To:
kathryn.cramer@gmail.com
I have not been able to contact anyone yet from
the Panamanian Embassy. The telephone number listed is: 244-7021 and 7022. These numbers have been busy since 30 minutes ago.
The Panamanian Counsel is Ambassador Gregory Mevs.

From: david.reuther@hotmail.com
Subject: Panamanian Embassy Haiti UPDATE
Date: January 26, 2006 11:19:17 AM EST
To:
kathryn.cramer@gmail.com
I reached them on 244-7022.
The General Consul is: Leida Irma Ramos. She
left Haiti yesterday and will be replaced soon.
Gregory “Fritz” Mevs is the Haitian Honory Consul: He knows nothing about Panamanian Corporations. No company named CAG is registered
with their ofﬁce. He suggested that we would
need the name they are using in Haiti. The entire Consul ofﬁce in Haiti is just three persons.
Is this the same CAG you are looking for? Groupe
Consultatif De Conseillers
This group is ofﬁced near the Ministry of Finance
and the Central Bank. I do not know if they are
a business or a government agency. They sponsored a high level cocktail reception for the OAS,
EU and Haitian Development Board in the Caribe
Convention Center on January 5.
Allan Zuraik returned my call and the Chamber
of Commerce says the story about CAG Spies and
Patrol Boats is false. He can ﬁnd no evidence
there are any patrol boats operating in Haiti.
The Commander of the Haitian Coast Guard is
Chief Commander Wagnac (I don’t have a phone
number). According to Zuraik this man stated

emphatically that there are no ongoing patrol
outside of Cite-Soliel. That area is gang and drug
trafﬁcker controlled.

From: david.reuther@hotmail.com
Subject: Groupe Conseillers et Conseillers
Date: January 26, 2006 2:51:57 PM EST
To: kathryn.cramer@gmail.com
I exhausted every contact I have looking for
CAG, Consultants Advisory Group or Top Cat. I
found nothing.
I found a real estate agent who showed apartments to some men from “Groupe Conseillers et
Conseillers” which roughly translates to Consultants and Advisors Group. The agent said
the men spoke Spanish. They did not take the
apartments he showed them but he promised
to ask around for them. The upscale apartment
community suited to internationals is very
small and close knit so the agent has a good
chance of locating them.
I am waiting for your permission to take the
PPT to MINUSTAH Security. I’m sure it will
lead to an investigation so I need to know just
how far you want to go. They will want to know
where I got it.

From:
david.reuther@hotmail.com
Subject:
I found CAG in Haiti.
Date: January 26, 2006 5:04:47 PM EST
To:
kathryn.cramer@gmail.com
Groupe de Consultation et Conseillers
This is the name they are using in Haiti. I got the
name from Mrs Buteau, the owner and manager
of the Caribe Convention Center where CAG had
thrown a party recently. She would not give me a
telephone number for them. Just then I received
a call from the real estate agent who volunteered
the same name Buteau had just given me. He offered to drive me there himself for a small fee.
They are operating out of a villa on Rte du Chanlatte in Peguyville right in the middle of the diplomatic and MINUSTAH community. I could not
ﬁnd a street number but that is not unusual here.
The large villa has private parking, several buildings inside and local security guards around it.
It’s a nice older property but not luxurious.
I asked a neatly dressed Haitian man at the
property in English for “Consultants Advisory
Group”. He said in English no one was in (4
o’clock my time). I asked for Valerie. He said
she was out of the country. A white man then
drove up in a rental car. The guards ushered
him inside. He then came over to see why I was
at the gate. As he approached I saw that he had
a silver badge around his neck from the USP Unite de Securite Presidentielle. That is a group
of American state department contractors who

protect the President of Haiti. I asked him the
same things I asked the Haitian man and he said
I must have the wrong address. I tried to explain
to him what the Haitian man had just said and
he replied “Well you should know that Haitians
can’t be trusted.” He told me to leave and instructed the polite Haitian man to come inside.
As I turned to leave, the real estate agent asked
the Haitian guard in Creole if Groupe de Consultation et Conseillers or Valerie was working
or living there. He replied Valerie is out of the
country. No conﬁrmation on the company but
two different Haitians knew of a Valerie.
The real estate agent said he was positive about
the name and the location. He said there were
many Americans living inside and the Groupe de
Consultation et Conseillers did lease at least part
of the villa.

From: david.reuther@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: a question
Date: January 27, 2006 5:45:35 PM EST
To: kathryn.cramer@gmail.com
Two of the things I learned in 32 years of
government service:
“Do not look a gift horse in the mouth.”
“Always have a plausible denial handy.”
The name and email address of the program
manager for CAG in Haiti:
Jay Fullerton jfullerton@caginternational.com
According to a highly placed MINUSTAH source
the PPT you provided is a forgery. If you wish to
have independent conﬁrmation you may email
a copy directly to Bertrand Bourgain, the Chief
Security Ofﬁcer for MINUSATH: bourgain@un.
org
Your story made it into the local media creating
more insecurity among the embattled population
of Cité-Soliel.
I am satisﬁed that I have uncovered the truth
and that is:
There is a group operating under the name of
Groupe de Consultation et Conseillers in Haiti.
They are not spying on the elections.
They are not doing anything contrary to the

peace and election process.
They are not related to or connected to Top Cat.
Top Cat is not in Haiti. There are no “Top Cat
Patrols”. There are no coastal patrols at all
except for those rarely done by the US Coast
Guard.
You were baited into spreading false information
that serves the interest of all that is evil and
corrupt in Haiti in order to further upset the
population.

>From:
Kathryn
Cramer
<kathryn.
cramer@gmail.com>
>To: David Reuther <david.reuther@hotmail.
com>
>Subject: a question
>Date: Fri, 27 Jan 2006 14:11:31 -0500
>You wouldn’t happen to be David Reuther the
>ex-FSO, would you?

From: david.reuther@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: an apology
Date: January 28, 2006 9:15:34 AM EST
To: kathryn.cramer@gmail.com
They aren’t hiding so it wasn’t really hard to ﬁnd
them. The lack of accurate telephone directories
made the effort more irritating than difﬁcult.
I’ve just grown crusty and lack patience in my
old age.
I’m pleased they are nothing more than another
benign company sucking up the vast millions in
international aid money in Haiti. The projects I
think they are connected with are all useful ones
that ultimately create jobs and support the development of Haiti.
I leave in a few hours and will return one day prior to the next scheduled elections on February 7.
Until then this “strange” man is signing off and
going on vacation. I need to rest.
David

About the author
from
www.up.net/calendar_event.php?eid=20030417093819864
(it is, of course, always possible “Reuther” was writing under an
Assumed name, But this is who he appears to be.)

Mr. Reuther served 27-years as a Foreign
Service Ofﬁcer in assignments at Washington
and abroad focused on Asian and Middle East
issues. The Asian portion of Mr. Reuther?s
Foreign Service career concentrated on China
and Southeast Asia, speciﬁcally Thailand. Mr.
Reuther began his association with US policy
toward China with an assignment to the China
Desk (1979-1981) in the wake of the normalization
of diplomatic relations. As Deputy Chief of the
Economic Section in Beijing, Mr. Reuther was
responsible for all bilateral economic issues
arising between the People’s Republic of China
and the United States. Mr. Reuther’s Middle
East experience concentrated on US policy
toward Iraq. The Foreign Service offers many
unique challenges. In addition to the anti-piracy
assignment out of Thailand, from 1989 to 1991
Mr. Reuther served as Refugee Counselor at our
Embassy in Khartoum, Sudan. He was responsible
for overseeing the resettlement of Ethiopian
refugees and the provision of relief supplies
to some 800,000 refugees in the war-torn and
famine stricken Horn of Africa. In recognition
of his efforts he received a Departmental
Meritorious Honor Award.
Editorial note: All blog postings and correspondence
from “David Reuther” came in under IP# 200.2.128.3.

Bonus Track

“CAG Haiti” posts on blogs
using IP# 200.2.128.3
posted to Mountainrunner
& a number of other blogs

Comment from:
Name: CAG
Email: admin@caginternational.com
URL: http://www.caginternational.com
IP: 200.2.128.3
Comment:
Kathryn Cramer Publishes Lies to Harm
Relations Between MINUSTAH and Cité-Soliel
Residents.
The website kathryncramer.com is being used
by an American ﬁction editor/writer to spread
false rumors designed to harm relations between
MINUSTAH and the residents of Cité-Soleil.
Cramer would like people to believe the UN has
hired spies to upset the elections and mercenaries
to shoot Haitians from patrol boats waiting
in the waters off Cité-Soleil. This is blatantly
false. Cramer is lying. To support her claims,
Cramer is publishing a set of forged documents
and presentations supposedly produced by
MINUSTAH. MINUSTAH spokespersons have
repeatedly stated these presentations are
fakes designed to spread anti-UN propaganda
and contribute to the insecurity of the Haitian

people struggling to survive in Cité-Soleil. These
lies come just in time to do the most harm as
the February 7 elections draw near. The story
Cramer tells is a lie with no basis in truth. By
continuing to publish these false UN documents
Cramer is supporting the evil propaganda of the
criminal gangs an d the ADLN. Cramer has also
been claiming that CAG is somehow involved in
these nefarious deeds. CAG is not in the business
of spying, conducting surveillance or any form
of covert “black-ops” as Cramer contends. CAG
is an international management consulting ﬁrm
actively involved and deeply committed to ﬁnding
enduring solutions for the complex institutional
and infrastructure problems of the nation. CAG
is neutral regarding all political matters and
sincerely desires to continue its support for the
Haitian people no matter which candidate wins
ofﬁce.

